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Abstract
We measure the mass of the The Fermilab Tevatron and the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) provide a rich environment for studies of B hadrons [1] because of the large (50 b [2, 3] Non-relativistic Quark Models predict a B 0 s mass in the range of 5345 to 5388 MeV/c 2 [4] . The B 0 s mass is sensitive to constituent quark masses, the QCD potential, the wave function at the origin, and relativistic corrections. Recent lattice QCD calculations [5] predict the mass splitting of the B 0 s and B + states to be 87 12 +7 9 MeV/c 2 .
Agreement with experimental measurements would provide support for using the multistate smearing technique employed in these calculations.
The previous world average mass of the B 0 s meson is 5375 6 MeV/c 2 [6] which includes the results obtained by b y experiments performed at LEP [7] and the value obtained by CDF in Ref. [8] . This paper updates that CDF result using the entire 1992-1993 data sample (19.3 pb 1 ) with improved track reconstruction.
Detector
The CDF detector has been described in detail elsewhere [9, 10] . It is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . A silicon vertex detector (SVX) [11] consisting of four layers of silicon strip detectors located between radii of 2.9 and 7.9 cm and extending 25 cm in z from the center of the detector provides spatial measurements for charged tracks with a resolution of 13 m in the r-plane [12] . The geometric acceptance for the SVX is 60% as the interactions are distributed along the beam axis with a RMS width of 30 cm. Surrounding the SVX is a time projection chamber (VTX) which provides tracking measurements in the r-z plane. The VTX is used in this analysis to provide the event v ertex position in z. Momenta of charged particles are measured in three dimensions by the central tracking chamber (CTC), an 84-layer drift chamber which c o v ers the pseudorapidity i n terval jj < 1:1 where = ln[tan(=2)]. The 84 layers are divided into 9 alternating superlayers of 12-wire axial and 6-wire 3 stereo sense wires. The SVX, VTX, and CTC are located in an axial magnetic eld with an average strength of 14.1 kG. Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are located outside the tracking volume. Muons are identied using three dierent subsystems each consisting of four layers of drift chambers. The central muon chambers (CMU), located behind 5 absorption lengths of calorimeter, cover 85% of in the range jj < 0:6. Gaps in coverage are lled in part by the central upgrade muon chambers (CMP) with total coverage in of 85% and jj < 0:6. These chambers are located behind a total of 8 absorption lengths. Finally, central extension muon chambers (CMX) provide 67% coverage in for the region 0:6 < jj < 1:0 behind 6 absorption lengths. The muon system provides the means for identifying and triggering on events containing J= ! + decays. The large tracking volume with the CTC and SVX and strong magnetic eld provide excellent momentum resolution (P T =P T 0:001 P T (GeV/c)).
3 J= ! + Sample
Trigger
Dimuon events are collected using a three-level trigger. The Level 1 trigger requires two m uon chamber track segments consistent with a P T larger than 3.3 GeV/c. The trigger eciency rises from 50% for muons with P T of 1.6 GeV/c to 90% for muons with P T of 3.1 GeV/c with a plateau of 94%. For most of the run, one of the muon segments was required to be in the CMU. At Level 2, at least one of the two m uon track segments is required to match a track in the CTC found by a hardware fast track processor (CFT). A P T requirement at level 2 is 50% ecient at 2.65 GeV/c and 90% ecient at 3.1 GeV/c with a plateau of 93%. If a CMX muon is involved, it is required to have a matched CFT track. In addition, hadronic energy deposition in the calorimeter tower towards which the muon track points is required to be larger than 0.5 GeV as expected for a minimum ionizing particle. In Level 3, software event reconstruction is performed. Dimuon J= candidates are selected by imposing the requirement that two oppositely charged muons (P T > 1.4 GeV/c) h a v e extrapolated CTC tracks matching muon chamber track segments to within 4 (based on multiple scattering calculations). In addition, the invariant mass of the dimuon is required to be between 2.8 and 3.4 GeV/c 2 .
Oine Reconstruction
Dimuon events which pass all three levels of trigger requirements are processed oine using improved calibration constants and track reconstruction algorithms. In the presence of a uniform axial magnetic eld, a charged particle will travel in a helical trajectory that can be described using ve track parameters (cylindrical coordinates): curvature, C (inverse diameter of the circle obtained by projecting the helix in the r-plane signed by the particle's charge); cot; impact parameter, d 0 ; 0 ; and z 0 ; where the subscript, 0 indicates that the parameter is with respect to the point o f closest approach to the nominal beam axis. The transverse momentum of a track i s inversely proportional to the curvature and proportional to the axial magnetic eld: P T (GeV=c) = 0 : 5 10 14 c(cm=s) B(kG) C(cm 1 ) = C (1) where c is the speed of light and is dened by this equation. Track candidates are found in the CTC using road-based pattern recognition algorithms. Track parameters of a given track are determined by tting tracking chamber hits to a trajectory of a helix which is perturbed because of small non-uniformities in the magnetic eld [13] . If a well-matched pattern of SVX hits is found when extrapolating the CTC track i n to the SVX volume, those hits are included in the t, generally improving the resolution of C, d 0 , and 0 . In addition to determining the ve helical track parameters, the track tting procedure also determines a covariance matrix which expresses measurement uncertainties of the ve track parameters and their correlations (including eects such a s m ultiple scattering). We nd that we m ust multiply all of the elements of the covariance matrix by a factor of 1.8 so that the CTC-SVX matching uncertainty agrees with the measured resolution. The underestimation of the covariance matrix is due in part to the fact that multiple scattering within the volume of the CTC (gas and wires) is not accounted for in the track tting procedure.
Final J= Selection
For J= reconstruction, the two m uon tracks are constrained to come from a common vertex. The eect of this constraint is to improve the mass resolution as determined by a single Gaussian t from 22 to 17 MeV/c 2 . T o select J= ! + candidates, a minimal set of selection criteria are used. Matching between the extrapolated track and the hits in the muon chambers are required to be within 3 in r-and 3.5 in z for the CMU chamber where represents the expected uncertainty in extrapolation due to multiple scattering. These requirements remove approximately 10% of the background while preserving > 99% of the signal. Figure 2 shows the CDF dimuon mass spectrum. For B hadron reconstruction, J= candidates are those dimuons with a v ertex constrained dimuon mass within 100 MeV/c 2 of the world average J= mass of 3096.93 MeV/c 2 [6] .
Track Corrections and Momentum Scale
Compared with the results of Ref. [8] , improvements in the oine reconstruction are made with the alignment of the SVX to the CTC, internal CTC calibration, and in using measured non-uniformities in the solenoidal magnetic eld. We rst describe calibrations and corrections applied to the nominal CTC and SVX track reconstruction. High statistics studies with J= ! + decays and with high energy electrons, where energy and momentum are measured independently, are used to provide corrections to the reconstructed tracks. These improvements aect the overall mass resolution and also remove several systematic eects. After these corrections have been made, we use the reconstructed J= mass to determine the momentum scale. In the next section, we discuss B meson reconstruction at CDF.
CTC Calibration and False Curvature
The CTC is aligned and calibrated in several steps in order to determine the relationship between drift time and distance to a sense wire. Electronic pulsing calibrations are used to determine the relative time pedestal for each sense wire. Additional corrections from the data are applied if non-uniformities are found as a function of time.
The relative position of each of the 84 CTC layers is calibrated by requiring the ratio of energy to momentum, E=P, of high-P T electrons, to be charge independent.
The alignment procedure is iterative. The J= ! + sample can be used to illustrate the eect of these calibrations. Before the nal alignment, a false curvature systematic eect (C tted = C true + ) w as present as can be seen in studying the reconstructed J= mass as a function of the dierence in curvature between the positive and negative m uon (Fig. 3) . After nal alignment, there is no statistically signicant remaining false curvature. It should be noted that for the case of a charge symmetric decay such a s B 0 s ! J= with J= ! + and ! K + K (equal numbers of positively and negatively charged tracks with the same momentum spectrum in the nal state), a false curvature systematic eect would worsen the resolution but result in no systematic shift in the average mass. Electron candidates are measured both by the calorimeter and tracking chamber. The ratio of E=P for these candidates should not show an asymmetry between positive and negative electrons over the detector geometry. In studies used by CDF to measure the W boson mass [14] , systematic mismeasurements are observed where the tted curvature is a function of and cot . The following correction was derived and is used in this analysis: (2) where equals 3.6 radians and z vertex is measured in cm. As these corrections average to zero over the detector geometry and there is no statistically signicant asymmetry in B decays over the detector geometry, no systematic uncertainty will be assigned for the B meson mass determination.
Corrections for Energy Loss
Corrections of track parameters due to dE=dx losses are based on extrapolating particles through a model of the known detector material from the particle's origin through the inner wall of the CTC (before the track is measured). Photons which convert into electron-positron pairs are reconstructed as a function of radius. The normalization of the material is obtained by measuring the conversion rate in the inner CTC support cylinder where the amount and composition of material is precisely known. The result is that the amount of material before the gas volume of the CTC corresponds to 8.1 0.4% radiation lengths. For J= ! + decays, without correcting for the energy loss, the mass would be measured low b y 3 : 6 (1 + D) MeV/c 2 where D = ( +0:15 0:24 ). D expresses the uncertainty in the dE=dx correction which i s dominated by the incomplete knowledge of the composition of materials between the beam and the CTC. The uncertainty in the dE=dx correction dominates the momentum scale uncertainty and contributes to a systematic uncertainty in the B meson mass determination. We also apply an additive correction to the dimuon mass of 0.8 0.2 MeV/c 2 to account for the eect of internal bremsstrahlung on the mass t.
The correction and its uncertainty are based on Monte Carlo studies of the process.
cot Systematic Eect
The longitudinal momentum, P z , is expressed in terms of P T and the cot track parameter.
P z = P T cot (3) Figure 4 shows the tted J= mass in bins of the dierence in cot for the two m uons. A large systematic eect is seen (top). A correction is applied to scale cot by a factor 0.9985 which lessens the dependence (bottom). The root cause of this systematic eect is not completely understood. In evaluating systematic uncertainties, the correction 0.9985 will be modied by 0.0008 (chosen as half the total correction) to estimate the systematic eect on measuring the masses of the B mesons. In Fig. 4 , a slight slope as a function of cot is observed after the correction is applied. A possible physical interpretation is a small twist between the two CTC endplates. This slope is within the bounds of the variation of the cot scale factor used for evaluating systematic uncertainties shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 4 .
Additional Studies for Systematic Tracking Eects
A n umber of additional studies using the high statistics J= sample have been performed to examine possible systematic tracking eects. The reconstructed J= mass as a function of time throughout the data taking period shows some systematic structure of order 0.4 MeV/c 2 . These uctuations are larger than could be explained by monitored small magnetic eld uctuations. No systematic uncertainty is assigned because both the J= mass and B meson mass reconstruction are averaged over the entire data taking period. Another check has been to look for a systematic eect in the J= mass when a muon passes through the extreme edges of the tracking volume where residual magnetic eld non-uniformities would be expected to be most prevalent. There is no observed statistically signicant systematic eect. A systematic eect has been found due to a small mis-alignment of the axial magnetic eld and detector axis. This eect causes no shift since it is averaged over . Other checks which show no systematic eects include studying the mass dierence between J= reconstructed with and without the vertex constraint and studying the mass dierence between using and not using SVX information.
The reconstructed J= mass has been examined as a function of the inverse P T 2 averaged for the two m uons (a possible higher order systematic eect in C). There is no statistical evidence of a systematic eect over the P T range probed by dimuons from J= decay. The J= muons probe down to a P T of 1.4 GeV/c since muons of lower P T are stopped within the calorimeter. In Section 6, possible systematic eects at lower P T will be studied using (2S) ! J= + and B 0 ! J= K 0 decays.
Momentum Scale
The overall momentum scale is set by requiring the reconstructed J= mass determined by a binned-likelihood t of Fig. 2 to be equal to the world average. After the corrections which h a v e been discussed, we nd a J= mass of 3096. The momentum scale is checked by reconstructing ! + . Figure 5 shows the reconstructed ! + with a binned likelihood t to a Gaussian and second order polynomial. Including an additive correction of 3 1 MeV/c 2 determined from Monte Carlo for internal bremsstrahlung, we nd the mass of the (1S) t o b e 9459.6 2.2(stat) +2:1 1:8 (syst) MeV/c 2 which agrees well with the world average mass of 9460.4 0.2 MeV/c 2 [6] . The (2S) and (3S) states are also reconstructed at masses which agree with the world averages within our statistical precision.
B Meson Reconstruction
All charged tracks passing quality cuts are considered as pion and kaon candidates. These quality cuts require that the track be measured in three dimensions by the CTC and must have a minimum of 4 (2) associated hits on a minimum of 4 axial (2 stereo) superlayers. The daughter meson (K, K 0 , o r ) i n B + ! J= K + , B 0 !J= K 0 , and B 0 s ! J= decays is selected as follows. The K is any c harged track. The K 0 candidate consists of any t w o oppositely charged tracks that have a n i n v ariant mass in a 50 MeV/c 2 window around 896.1 MeV/c 2 when one track is assigned a kaon mass and one a pion mass. In the case where the opposite K mass assignment also is consistent with being a K 0 , only the candidate closest to the K 0 mass is used. Monte Carlo studies allow us to estimate that this procedure is correct approximately 75% of the time with insignicant loss of mass resolution. A candidate consists of any two oppositely charged tracks which h a v e a n i n v ariant mass within 10 MeV/c 2 of the mass. The narrowness of the resonance relative to the K 0 reduces considerably the combinatoric background in the B 0 s ! J= reconstruction.
Combining all K, K 0 , and candidates with the J= results in large combinatorial backgrounds in the B meson mass region. These backgrounds are reduced relative to the respective signals using constrained tting techniques to improve the mass resolution. In addition, selection criteria on the transverse momentum of the daughter and B mesons and on the proper lifetime improve signal-to-noise.
Constrained Fitting
The primary collision vertex in r-is determined by using SVX track measurements averaged over many e v ents. When the respective tracks of the daughter mesons are combined with a J= candidate, a simultaneous constraint is performed where the dimuons are constrained to have the J= mass, all tracks originate from a common secondary vertex, and the momentum vector of the B candidate points back along the line from the secondary vertex to the primary collision vertex in the r-plane. From the constrained t, the secondary vertex is determined and the resolution of the track parameters are improved. For B + ! J= K + reconstruction (see Fig. 6 ), the mass resolution as determined by the of a binned-Gaussian t is improved from 37 to 14 MeV/c 2 . I n addition, a CL( 2 ) from the t is calculated using the changes in the respective track parameters relative to measurement uncertainties. A requirement that CL( 2 ) > 1% removes combinatoric background associated with track candidates which are inconsistent with the constraint or are mismeasured.
Selection Criteria
Requirements imposed upon the transverse momenta of the daughter and of the reconstructed B mesons improve signal-to-noise of the reconstructed states. These requirements were selected on the basis of Monte Carlo studies of the kinematics of the particles involved in B ! J= X decays reconstructed by CDF. The selection criteria can be examined in the data using the sideband-subtracted B meson signal regions to estimate (to within approximately 10%) the observed eciency of the dierent requirements. The requirement that the transverse momentum of the reconstructed B meson candidate be larger than 6 (8) GeV/c given the kaon has a P T above 2 GeV/c is 95 (80) candidates since the combinatoric background is relatively smaller due to the narrow window used to select candidates. Table 2 summarizes the set of selection criteria which will be used for each o f the reconstructed B mesons. 6 Mass Determination 
Mass Fits
The data in Figs. 6 and 7 are t (excluding the region below M ( B ) -M ( )) using an unbinned likelihood t assuming a Gaussian signal on a linear background. In the t, the calculated mass uncertainty of a given candidate, obtained by propagating the track parameter uncertainties (already multiplied by 1.8), is scaled by an additional factor of 1.3 to obtain agreement with the observed mass resolution. We nd 147 14 B + candidates at a mass of 5279. 
Systematic Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties on the mass measurement arise from several sources. Each eect has been studied with signal and sideband events of all three reconstructed B mesons. To the precision that the systematic uncertainty is quoted, the eect is the same for all three states unless otherwise noted.
Measurement Uncertainties of the Track P arameters
The covariance matrix which describes uncertainties of the individual tted track parameters is corrected by a m ultiplication factor of 1.8. This scale factor has been varied in magnitude and varied asymmetrically between the transverse and longitudinal track parameters. In these studies, no systematic shift in B meson masses are seen. The t procedure uses individual event mass uncertainties and is thus sensitive to our uncertainty in the covariance matrix. Variations in the tted mass were seen if the mass uncertainty scale factor, nominally 1.3, was varied between bounds of 1.0 and 1.5 where the mass uncertainty is under and over estimated. The maximum eect over all three resonances was 0.3 MeV/c 2 which is taken as a common systematic due to our incomplete understanding of the uncertainties on measured track parameters.
Selection Criteria
Each of the selection criteria for each of the states is varied to study possible systematic eects. Over a large range of P T cuts, c and CL ( 2 ) requirements, and the mass windows used to dene the daughter mesons, no statistically signicant systematic eects are observed. 
cot

Momentum Scale and Energy Loss
The event-by-event mass dierences for B candidates and the sideband events are studied when the momentum scale factor (expressed in terms of the magnetic eld) and the size of the dE=dx correction are varied. 
Checks at Low P T
The P T distribution of K candidates from decay for the B 0 s candidates begins at 0.7 GeV/c. Since muons in J= ! + decays have P T above 1.4 GeV/c we make further checks to insure that there is no systematic eect present a t l o w er transverse momentum. We c heck for this eect using two samples. The decay (2S) ! J= + is reconstructed with P T () beginning at 0.4 GeV/c where our track reconstruction begins to become ecient. Fig. 8 shows the reconstruction of (2S) using a vertex constraint and dimuon mass constraint when requiring the dipion mass to be between 0.45 and 0.58 GeV/c 2 and CL( 2 ) > 1%. The tted mass value of 3685.9 0.2 MeV/c 2 agrees with the world average of 3686.00 0.09 MeV/c 2 [6] . We also note that either the K or in K 0 decays for B 0 candidates have P T below 2.0 GeV/c approximately 50% of the time. Since the reconstructed B 0 mass is also in agreement with its world average, we assign no additional systematic uncertainty on the momentum scale at low P T .
Other Systematics Eects
Using the large statistics sample of J= ! + decays, systematic eects such a s the precision to which the momentum scale is known on average can be quantied. In addition, residual systematic eects such as the dependence on cot have been corrected. The resulting systematic eects on B 0 s mass determination from these sources is small (0.7 MeV/c 2 ). However, there are non-Gaussian tails in many o f the tracking distributions. We can estimate the contribution of remaining possible systematics from the fact that the mass dierence between B + and B 0 has been measured to be 0.34 0.29 MeV/c 2 [6] ). We measure a consistent mass dierence of 2.2 2.8 MeV/c 2 . The 2.8 MeV/c 2 statistical uncertainty provides an estimate of an upper bound for other unaccounted systematic eects. To improve the statistical power of our estimate of other systematic eects, we consider B sideband track combinations which are kinematically consistent with coming from one of the three decays and which are consistent with coming from the primary vertex. By comparing the constrained t and unconstrained t masses for these events (i.e. how m uch the constrained t moves the mass is a measure of how m uch a systematic could aect the mass), we nd the statistical precision to which w e see no systematic shift to be approximately 1 MeV/c 2 . W e assign this 1 MeV/c 2 systematic to account for possible mass shifts due to eects which are not yet understood.
Conclusion
The following decays have been fully reconstructed: B + ! J= K + , B 0 !J= K 0 , and B 0 s ! J= . In each case, the J= ! + decay is used to allow the event to be recorded for analysis. The mass of each state is determined using an unbinned likelihood t. Several sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Tab candidates (signal and sideband) common to the previous analysis and the current analysis show a systematic dierence of 3.00.5 MeV/c 2 . New signal events at lower measured masses and four previous signal events within 1 MeV/c 2 of a histogram bin edge (a binned t was used in the previous analysis) account for most of the dierence with our previous value.
Taking the systematic uncertainties associated with the momentum scale and cot as common systematics, we calculate the mass dierence between M(B 0 
